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Abstract

Recently, due to the interest for personal safety, intelligent image recognition technology
using the CCTV has received a lot of attention in many areas. Real-time video or image
tracking technology is the technology to continuously track the movement of the target object
and maintain the specified information of the object. However, the problem is that
unnecessary noise or environmental changes of the input video from CCTV make it difficult to
accurately detect and track the target object. In this paper, we propose a fast object tracking
algorithm, which is divided into two parts: i) object detection process and ii) object tracking
process. In the background image replacement technique, we compute the difference between
the initial input image and input video image. Then, it replaces N×M blocks based on the
changed pixels, finally leading to replacing the background images. If it changes over the
pre-defined threshold value, we set the block size and generate the variable search window
for object tracking. Since the variable search window only generates the minimum search
area for object tracking, our proposed method is quickly able to compute the variable region
for object tracking. Through various experiments, our proposed scheme outperforms the
other object detection and tracking methods in terms of object tracking counts and tracking
error counts.
Keywords: Multimedia, Image Processing, Object Tracking, Object Detection, Camera
Security

1. Introduction
In recent years, due to the rapid increase of crime and interest for personal safety,
intelligent image recognition technology using the CCTV has become more important.
Furthermore, the demand of image and video analysis solutions for building intelligent and
self-monitoring-enabled system has been constantly increasing. With respect to these
demands, most of security solution providers have a plan to provide intelligent monitoring
system in the near future. However, as the applicable areas are getting expanded, research on
image resolution, transmission rate, object region recognition and tracking technologies is
highly required. Real-time video tracking technology is one of the core technologies for
building the intelligent video recognition technology. This technology continuously tracks the
moving object and main the key information about the object.
In general, video storage technology uses the motion compensation method to remove the
temporal redundancy of time and to compress the video. Under the motion compensation
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method, it estimates the object movement by using the motion vector, which can make it
possible to transmit the background image and object independently from the video. Note that
we need the algorithm that significantly reduces the computational complexity, because the
motion vector needs to be processed in real-time.
The proposed method for detecting and tracking the object in this paper is one of the way
using kernel tracking. Specifically, our proposed tracking algorithm composes of two stages:
one is the object detection stage using the background image replacement, and the other one
is the stage for tracking the object.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide a summary of related work
dealing with object detection and tracking methods. In Section 3, we propose a fast object
tracking algorithm using background image changes and dynamic search window. The
empirical evaluation of the proposed tracking algorithm follows in section 4. Finally we
conclude the paper in Section 5.

2. Related Work
In this section, we briefly provide the related work for object detection and object tracking
methods. In order to investigate the existing object detection and tracking technology, we will
introduce a kernel tracking algorithm, a difference image method, and a block matching
method, which are mostly used for object detection and tracking methods.
In terms of the object detection technology to distinguish between the background
image and the object image from a real-time video, the difference image method and the
block matching methods have been widely used in this field. When it comes to the
object tracking technologies, object tracking methods can be categorized into three
methods: point tracking, kernel tracking, and silhouette tracking [1-4] as indicated in
Figure 3. Point tracking is the method that estimates the position of the object based on
position, velocity, and acceleration. This kernel tracking method is similar to the
Kalman Filters in terms of the input data. Kernel tracking generates color histogram
similar to Camshift algorithm, and then estimates the position of pixels. By using this
method, it can easily track the movement of the target object [8]. However, there are
some computational drawbacks using the kernel tracking method in the case of a large
number of pixels or a high computational complexity.

Figure 1. Categorization for object tracking technologies
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2.1. Difference image method
In the difference image method for detecting the object movement, two methods are genera.
The first one is the method using the differences between the current frame and the previous
frame. The second method is using the differences between the background image and input
frame. Under the method using the differences between two frames, if the difference between
the current and previous frames is less than the threshold, it does not detect the object because
there are not so many pixels changed. To the contrary, if the difference exceeds the threshold,
it is regarded as an object inflow so that the object is detected [4-5].
The method using the differences between the background image and input frame first sets
the standard background image. Then it computes the differences between this standard
image and the current frame. This method is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Difference image method
2.2. Block matching method
The block matching method is a technique for estimating the current frame from the
previous frame by the unit of block under the assumption that every pixel has the same
motion vector. First, the frame is divided into constant size of the block. Then, it can estimate
the current block to be decoded based on the most similar block in the previous frame. In
Figure 2, the size of the current block and the candidate block is N×M, the navigation area
has a value between –W and +W in the horizontal and vertical, respectively [6].

Figure 3. Block matching method
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3. Proposed Adaptive Background Image and Dynamic Search Window
In this section, we will describe our proposed fast object tracking algorithm by using
adaptive background image and dynamic search window. When we compare the inter-frame
pixel for object detection, some of pixel in the background acts like a noise due to the time of
illumination changes and environment changes. Note that these factors make it difficult to
detect the object from the background.
In the background image method, we first compare the background image with the input
image by the block. If the computed value is in the range between 0 to the threshold, we
change the block image in the input frame to the background image. To the contrary, if the
computed values exceed the threshold, we determine this situation as the influx of the object
so that we generate the multiple of two dynamic search windows and the object block by
computing the maximum value in the horizontal and vertical axis of the block changed. In the
dynamic search window, the rectangle that shapes the object keeps track of the objects within
the window area in the opposite direction, the vertical and horizontal direction, respectively.
We emphasize here that the proposed method maintains a constant computational
complexity regardless of the size of the image resolution, finally leading to a fast object
tracking. Figure 4 depicts the overall system configuration of the proposed fast object
tracking method.

Figure 4. Object tracking algorithm using adaptive background changes
and variable search window
3.1. Adaptive background changes
In general, the background image detects the object by comparing the initial input image
with the next frame. However, some parts of images changed due to the illumination or
environment changes are the factors for making it hard to detect the object. As we mentioned
previously, our proposed adaptive background change method changes the background image
when the computed value is in the range of between 0 and the threshold.
Since one pixel in image has all RGB colors, it updates the pixel by the unit of block when
the difference between the value of pixel for RGB colors and that of the next frame is less
than the threshold value.
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In (1), it indicates the average value for the differences between the current frame and the
next frame in N×M block.
N

M

PRGB _ chanel  AVG{ Background RGB _ channel(i, j )  NextFrame RGB _ channel(i, j )} ,

(1)

i 0 j 0

where PRGB_channel is the average difference value of RGB channels between two frames and
BackgroundRGB_channel is the pixels within a block of background image. The last one,
NextFrameRGB_channel indicates RGB channel for the next frame.
1, 0  PRGB _ channel  
CPPixel _ check  
Otherwise
0,

(2)

In (2), based on the computed value of PRGB_channel is less than or equal to the threshold
(defined by α), it changes the N×M block or it detects the object.
Figure 5 shows the method for background image replacement.

Figure 5. Method for changing background image
3.2. Exploiting variable search window for object detection
At Step1, when PRGB_channel exceeds the threshold α, it is regarded as object detection case
such that it creates an object area of the rectangle based on the minimum and maximum
values of X-axis and Y-axis for the object.
 xmax_ min ( x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) 

Object Location  
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y
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(3)

From (3), ObjectLocation includes the minimum and maximum values of X-axis and Y-axis,
respectively (i.e., xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax).
Based on (3), we also compute the rectangle area of the object in (4).
Object rect  R(( xmin , ymin ), ( xmax , ymin ), ( xmin , ymax ), ( xmax , ymax ))

(4)

In the case that we are tracking an object in real-time, if the object moves in a constant
speed or movement patterns, we can easily estimate the movement by the estimation patterns.
However, if the speed and movement patterns are varied, it is not so easy to track the object.
In addition, it takes long time to compute the whole area of the image. This is a kind of
drawbacks for existing methods. In order to overcome this problem, we propose to use the
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variable search window, which adaptive changes the search area according to the movement
direction so that we can improve the speed of object detection by reducing the computational
complexity.
We create the variable search window by using (4) and searching area W as depicted in (5).
VSWrect  S (( xmin  W , y min  W ), ( xmax  W , y min  W ), ( xmin  W , y max  W ), ( xmax  W , y max  W )

(5)

Figure 6 indicates the process for generating variable search window and tracking method.

Figure 6. Variable search window generation and tracking process

4. Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of our proposed object tracking algorithm, we use both Intel
Core2Duo E6300 model and Intel i7 3770K model for lower speed and higher speed
computing environment, respectively. For the operating system, Windows XP and Windows 7
are used, respectively.
First, we evaluate our proposed algorithm under the experiment environment where it does
not have a lot of people movement. To evaluate our proposed tracking algorithm, we compare
it with following three methods: i) difference image method, ii) block matching method, and
iii) snake method. We intentionally make a situation that a person or a moving object puts
into the experimental environment at a certain time.
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(a) Comparison of object tracking count

.
(b) Comparison of tracking error count
Figure 7. Object tracking comparison for object tracking count and tracking
error count
Figure 7 shows the results for object tracking count and tracking error count, respectively.
Note that we evaluate our proposed algorithm in comparison with three other existing
methods.
As shown in Figure 7, under the difference image method, we can see a large number of
tracking count in the time between 10am to 2pm and 7pm to 9pm. This is due to the fact that
this difference image method sensitively reacts with respect to the tiny changes in the
environment. In the case that block matching method is used, this block matching method is
robust than that of the difference image in terms of the environment changes. However, we
found that there exist some tracking errors caused by the object standing in the middle
position at 3pm to 5pm or afterimages. Even though the snake algorithm also has the
robustness to the environment changes, it also experiences the similar errors of the block
matching method at the time from 3pm to 5pm. Different from the previous three methods,
our proposed method has the most robustness in respect with the environment changes,
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especially, our proposed method significantly outperforms three other methods in the
afternoon.

5. Conclusions
The object detection and tracking using the background image is not easy to distinguish
between object and noise due to the lighting or environmental changes. However, we can
improve the accuracy for detecting the object by updating the background image with respect
to the environment changes. Also, detection and tracking for object coming from various
angles are also possible by exploiting the method of implementation. Our proposed scheme
by using the concept of background changes and adaptive search window outperforms the
other object detection and track methods. Our proposed method minimizes the computational
time for the navigation area so that our method is suitable for the real-time system. In the
future, we will conduct research on the detection and tracking of multiple objects,
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